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news! From now until

March 25th, Amazon is

having a Prime Day-like

sale on everything from

spring cleaning

equipment, lawn care

equipment, and more.

Now, you can definitely

treat yourself to a spring

toy or two, and you can

also use this opportunity

to save some cash on a

gift for your best friend,

your dog! In this post,

we've rounded up some

of the best deals we

could find for the dogs in

our lives.

If you're not interested in

picking up something

new but are looking for

ideas on how to manage

traveling with your best

friend, check out our

seven tips for traveling

with dogs right here.

Looking for a pet-friendly

travel destination? For

you, here are the 10 most
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pet-friendly road trip

cities in America. If

you're concerned about

safety in your car, we

spoke with Lindsey

Wolko, founder of the Pet

Safety Center, to put

together an article on

how to properly secure

your pet in a car. If you're

looking to buy something

new for your furry friend,

check out all of the best

deals for dogs in

Amazon's Spring Sale

right below.

$59.99 on Amazon

Key Features

Suitable for large

dogs

Simple installation

Open top with mesh

sides

No weight limit

attaches to dog

collar
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foldable

21×19×19

The K&H Pet Products

Buckle & Go Dog Car

Seat is a great option for

owners of large dogs.

The seats are large and

there is no weight limit,

making it suitable for all

dogs of all sizes. It's

simple to install and folds

flat when removed. This

seat connects to the

seat belt buckle receiver

and is compatible with

vehicles except some

Hondas that have non-

standard seat belt locks.

$32.35 on Amazon
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Key Features

56 × 60 inches

Waterproof

600D polyester

scratch resistant

Non-slip back

Machine washable

This Vailge God car seat

cover measures 56 × 60

inches and is made of

600D Oxford polyester

fabric, one of the highest

quality fabrics available.

This cover is waterproof,

scratch-resistant and

holds the bottom in

place. It is also machine

washable.
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$26.99 on Amazon

Key Features

50.6 × 69.9 inches

Four layers of

protection

Waterproof

scratch resistant

Easy to clean

Compatible with

most cars

Giomoc dog car seat

covers for back seats are

perfect for the back row

of cars, SUVs, trucks and

limousines. Suitable for

pets as well as cargo.

Comes with additional

storage pockets, quick

release buckle, two seat

anchors and Velcro

seatbelt openings.
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$204.95 on Amazon

Key Features

Mesh dome is

completely and

easily removable

Includes removable,

machine washable

“ultra plush”

bedding

Exterior made of

“luggage grade

ballistic nylon”

Includes adjustable

shoulder straps

For pets up to 15

pounds

Although your pet may

not wear a seatbelt, you

will need a comfortable

place for your pet to rest

during your trip. This is
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where one of our

portable pet beds comes

in handy. This product

from Sleepypod comes in

a variety of colors and

offers many convenient

features. First, it has a

fully removable mesh

dome that allows your

pet to easily crawl in and

out when not in use as a

carrier. When is When

used as a carrier, it has a

detachable and

adjustable shoulder

strap. The inside of the

bed has “ultra-plush”

machine-washable

bedding, while the

outside is made of

durable “luggage-grade

ballistic nylon.”
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$11.99 on Amazon

Key Features

It's made from

“high-quality food-

grade silicone” and

is dishwasher safe.

Expandable to

various sizes

depending on the

size of your pet

Various color

combinations

possible

Comes with a clip to

hang on your bag or

other travel

accessories.

It is designed to

stand firmly even

when filled with

water or food.

If you're traveling with

your dog, you probably

don't want to take up

space with the stainless
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steel or ceramic dog

bowl you use at home. A

great solution is to

choose a collapsible

silicone dog bowl for

travel. This product

expands to various sizes,

is built with durability in

mind, and even comes

with a clip to attach to

your backpack.

$16.99 on Amazon

Key Features

540 packs

Very thick leak

proof

13″ x 9″ bag

Made from a

cornstarch mixture.
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biodegradable

Packaging and roll

core made from

recycled materials

Naturally, if you're on a

long road trip, you'll have

to make a few stops

along the way. Since it's

bad behavior to not

clean up after your pet

after they leave

(seriously, don't be that

person), it's a good idea

to have a poop bag

ready for your dog to

clean up after. The

Amazon Spring Sale has

a lot of Greener Walker's

bags available in packs

of 540, so you won't be

running low any time

soon. Made from a leak-

proof and

environmentally friendly

corn starch blend, the

packaging and roll core

are both made from

recyclable materials.
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